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A REMARK ON THE HARDY-LITTLEWOOD INEQUALITY

JOHN R. McMULLEN AND BERNICE SHARP

Abstract. We show that the inequality of the Littlewood conjecture holds

precisely for compact abelian groups whose connected component has finite

index.

The Littlewood conjecture was settled independently by McGehee, Pigno, and

Smith [2] and by Konyagin [3]. Both the statement of "Hardy's inequality" [2,

Theorem 2] and its proof require a total group ordering on the character group G.

Such an ordering exists precisely when G is torsion-free, i.e. when G is connected.

At the other extreme, Hewitt and Zuckerman noticed in [1] that if G has an

infinite torsion subgroup, then for arbitrarily large N > 1 there are sums of

N characters / = }^fc=1Xfc with ||/||i = 1, so that the conjecture certainly fails

to extend to arbitrary compact abelian G. The following theorem completes the

picture.

Theorem. Let G be any compact abelian group, the dual G of which has exactly

n elements of finite order. Equivalently, the identity component Go of G has finite

index n. Then there is a constant K > 0 such that

(*)

N

fc=i

> K log N

holds whenever 71,.. .,7a/ are distinct characters, andci,.. ,,c/v are complex numbers

with modulus > 1.

Proof. The following proof is simpler than that first submitted, and is due

independently to the referee and D. I. Cartwright. Let / = J2k=i c^k be given.

We may replace G by the subgroup generated by 71,..., 7^ together with the n

torsion elements of G. This amounts to replacing G by a compact quotient, and

/ by a trigonometric polynomial of exactly the same form on that quotient. This

done, we see that G is finitely generated, and so G = A X ZTO, and G = AxGq as

a topological group, where A and its dual A are finite groups of order n.

There is a 7 E A such that

Card(Supp / n ({7} X Zm)) > N/n.

Let p denote Haar measure on Go, normalized so that ||p|| = 1. Put g = p * (7/).

Then g is a trigonometric polynomial of the form Xw=i CÍ7? where \c'A > 1 (1 < j <

p) and p > N/n. Set g0 = g\Go. Since suppg Ç {0} x Zm, ||g||Li(G) = n||g0||i.»(G)-

By [2] applied to Go there is a constant K0 > 0 depending only on Go such that
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11 i/o 11 z.i(G) > Ko l°g P- We then have

ll/lki(G) > I|o||li(g) = ̂ I|9o||li(g)
= IMIlmGo) > #o log p > K0 log(N/n).

Hence a K > 0 exists which depends only on G and for which ||/||i > K log iV.
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